PRESS RELEASE

Pedersen & Partners enhances capabilities in North America and appoints
Chelsea Armitage as a Client Partner
March 27th, 2018 – Toronto, Canada – Pedersen & Partners, a leading international Executive Search firm with
56 wholly owned offices in 52 countries, is pleased to announce that Chelsea Armitage has joined its North
American team in Toronto as a Client Partner.
Ms. Armitage is a recruitment specialist who has been consulting companies on senior level Executive
Search mandates for over 15 years. Her range of industry specialties include: life sciences/ healthcare,
information technology, not-for-profit, and financial services throughout North America. She has built a
trusted and respected reputation working closely with a carefully cultivated portfolio of top tier clients,
ranging in size from emerging growth businesses to Fortune 500 corporate clients. Prior to joining
Pedersen & Partners, Ms. Armitage served as a Partner at a global talent acquisition solutions firm, and before
that she was Managing Partner for one of the leading search boutiques in Canada.
“In joining the international team at Pedersen & Partners, I see an opportunity to add a new dimension to serving
our clients in Canada. I look forward to providing them with a wider reach of top talent from across the world and
seamless project execution,” affirmed Chelsea Armitage, Client Partner at Pedersen & Partners.
“We’re thrilled to have Chelsea join our team. Her experience and ability to match candidates to both
client organizational culture and business objectives will significantly enhance our clients’ engagement
across the North American market,” concluded Keith Labett, Client Partner and the Country Manager
for Canada at Pedersen & Partners.

Pedersen & Partners is a leading international Executive Search firm. We operate 56 wholly owned offices in 52 countries across Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, Asia & the Americas. Our values Trust, Relationship and Professionalism apply to our interaction with clients as well as
executives.
If you would like to conduct an interview with a representative of Pedersen & Partners, or have other media-related requests, please contact:
Anastasia Alpaticova, Marketing and Communications Manager at: anastasia.alpaticova@pedersenandpartners.com

